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Can attacker deduce AESk (20)?

We constantly tell people: “No!
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(Bernstein–Nandi–Sarkar).

H is purely combinatorial;

F is a stream cipher.

Ingredients: 4-round Feistel;

H at top (1996 Lucks),

bottom (1997 Naor–Reingold);

H2; H3 allow one-block nonces;

H1; H4 are stretched by 0-pad;

XCB/HCTR-style tweak, faster

than 2002 Liskov–Rivest–Wagner.

Allow one H1; H2; H3; H4 key;

unify H1; H2 hypotheses;

unify H3; H4 hypotheses.
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One possibility for F :

permutation in EM in CTR.

Full-width permutation output

beats squeezing for long output;

and CTR is highly parallel.

Also choose highly parallel H.

We’re still optimizing choices.

Use single-block tweak w .

“chopTC”: chain by choosing

w as truncation of P ⊕ C.

HHFHFH reads each bit in array

twice, writes each bit once.

Something I’m working on now:

more locality inside permutation.
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